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PREFACE

Only Allah knows the immense sincerity the author of   had at the

time of penning this booklet under his candle light. From the time it was written

until today it is still part of the syllabus in many institutes of learning. Many thirsty

ones have quenched their thirst with it, and many are indebted for this favour. It is

only through the blessings of Allah that this book has been used to serve the Arabic

Language while many other contemporary ones have not achieved this.

   (That is the blessing of Allah, He gives it to whom He pleases).

It was when this weak sinner was blessed by the Beneficent to teach this

book that he realized that certain changes, improvements and simplifications can

be made to it for a much wider benefit. The endorsement of some friends added

strength to this thought. Thereafter the same Pure Being that inspired this thought

also caused it to materialize. It is only through His favour that some changes and a

few improvements were made to the book. In this way an old wind was made fast,

or one may say, some mixed wine was poured in a small pitcher. In essence, the old

was renewed. 

Below is a list of the changes and improvements:
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CHANGES

1. If mistakenly a verb was placed in the wrong   (category) in the old edition, it

was corrected after referring to detailed dictionaries. However, such errors were

very rare.

2. All the verbs in each   were mentioned in alphabetical order.

3. The verbs in the appendix were added to the original text and the appendix was

removed.

4. Some words whose usage were outdated were removed from the book

altogether. Their numbers, however, does not exceed fifteen.

5. In this new edition the verbs are placed in the following sequence:   ,

  ,   ,   , then  . In the old edition, only the   were placed

in sequence while all others followed.

6. In the old edition words were translated from Arabic to Urdu, while here it is

vice versa. (In this translated edition it is English to Arabic).

7. In the New Words section a natural and rational sequence was followed. For

instance, in the human body (  ) first the head was translated, then the

hands, then the chest, then the stomach and finally the feet.

8. Some words are such that they come under more than one heading. So they were

repeated under all of them. For instance, the word "telephone" was mentioned

under the title "House" and the title "Office". Similarly the word "battery" was

mentioned under the title "Car" and the title "Electronics".

IMPROVEMENTS AND ADDITIONS

1. Where needed, some morphologic terms were defined.

2. The amount of   that the different types of   verbs came under

were mentioned. Examples were also brought for each  . For instance,   
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comes in four of the   categories: (1)   (2)   (3)   (4)   .

Examples of    verbs were mentioned from all four   (categories).

3. Some important and necessary words were also added. For instance,   ,

  ,   ,  , etc. They are 125 in total.

4. Many modern words were added, which were taken from the following

sources:   by Maulana Badruz Zamaan Qaasmi,   and 

  both by Hazrat Maulana Waheeduz Zamaan Keeranwi, as well as

  by Dr. E'madud Deen Al-Jaburi, along with a few other booklets.

5. Majority of the plurals of the words were also mentioned for complete

benefit.

THE FULFILLMENT OF A SWEET OBLIGATION

The truth is that only Allah is Pure from all faults. He is the only one that is free

from all partnerships, and defects. On the other hand we are a combination of

faults and defects, especially this weak one. On every step of the way he is

always in need of help and support. This work was no exception. Therefore I

am very grateful to those who helped me with their academic and practical

support, namely 1. Mufti Farid Ahmed Kaavi   and 2. Mufti Asjad

Devlavi  . May Allah grant them the best of rewards.

Abu Bakr ibn Mustafa Patni

Lecturer at Jameah Islamiyah,

Dabhel, Simlak.

  21/Safar/1425 A.H. = 12/April/2004
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The   of 


   (strong verb): is that word whose root letters do not have a hamzah,

any weak letters   or two letters of the same type. Example: 

  comes in all six of the   categories  : 

(1)   (2)   (3)   (4)   (5)   (6)  .


      Meaning 
     to spend 
     to spread 

     to become
null or void 

      to reach 

     to leave 
     to be fixed,

to be established 
          to occur  
          to cultivate  

     to gather 
     to harvest 
     to be present,

to come 
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     to go out,
to exit  

     to deliver a
speech




     to last
forever 

     to create 
     to enter 
     to rub 
     to bind 
     to stone 
     to observe 
     to sleep 
     to run 
     to reprimand,

to restrain 
     to claim 
     to cover 
     to fall 
     to be silent 
     to be

tranquil 
     to know,

to feel 
     to go out 
     to seek 
     to worship 
     to ascend 
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     to  rub,
to scrub 

     to sneeze 
     to neglect 

     to act
immorally 

     to deviate 
     to kill 

     to sit down 
     to be

obedient 
     to write 

     to hide,
to be

ungrateful


     to touch 
     to rain 
     to stay

to delay 
     to grow 
     to weave 
     to spread

out 
     to help 
     to blow 

     to pierce,
to be

effective


     to decrease 
     to destroy 
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     to transfer,
to convey 

     to flee 


     to pull 
     to sit down 
     to withold,

to imprison 
     to shorten,

to omit 
     to hasten in

service 
     to swear 
     to shave off 
     to carry 
     to tear 
     to mix 
     to return 

     to steal 

     to shed
blood 

     to bind,
to be patient 

     to turn away,         
to test 

     to hit 
     to wipe out 
     to wrong 
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     to frown 
     to act justly 
     to present 
     to realise 

     to remove 
     to decide 

     to squeeze 
     to protect 
     to intend 
     to prick 
     to spin 

     to wash 

     to forgive 
     to subdue 
     to make a

sign 
     to entwine 

     to split 
     to seize 
     to throw

away 
     to proceed 
     to pick 
     to lie 
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     to earn 
     to break 
     to open 

     to gather, 
to hoard 

     to strike with 
the hand 

     to criticize 
     to take

possession 
     to pluck out 
     to dismount 
     to perish 

 
     to be

anxious 
     to be

ignorant 
     to make sad 
     to preserve 
     to praise 

          to break
one's oath  

     to incur loss



     to gain
(profit) 

     to have
mercy 

     to desire 
     to ride 
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     to be
fortunate 

     to hear 

     to stay up at
night 

     to satisfy
one's appetite 

     to drink 
     to witness 
     to be a

companion 
      to rise 
     to laugh 

     to be
responsible 

     to be thirsty 
     to know 
     to act

to work 

     to be angry
to be

displeased


     to be afraid 
     to

understand 
     to accept 
     to precede 

     to despair 
     to dislike 
     to wait,

to stay 
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      to wear 
     to catch up,

to be
attached 



     to cling 
     to play 
     to lick 
     to become

sick 
     to regret 


     to send 
     to swallow 
     to negate 
     to cut off 
     to wound 
     to make 
     to be brought 

to light 
     to cheat 
     to be

submissive 
     to bow 
     to take off 
     to support 
     to push 
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     to slaughter 
     to go 
     to suckle 

     to be
terrified 

     to lift 

     to lean 
     to sow 

     to  come to 
nothing, to die 

     to swim 
     to crush 
     to skin 
     to grant

generously 
     to explain,

to open 
     to cry,

to yell 
     to make,

to prepare 
     to knock

down 

     to neigh
(horse) 

     to lie on
one's side 

     to cook 

     to  mill 
     to throw,

to disown 
     to open 
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     to inflict
suffering 

     to check, to
investigate 

     to annul,
to invalidate 

     to knock 

     to cut 

     to uproot 

     to sting 

     to shine 

     to annihilate 
     to praise 
     to joke 
     to disfigure 

     to chew 

     to gift 
     to prevent 

     to be slim 
     to abrogate,

to write 

     to advise  
     to plunder 
     to rise 
     to sleep 
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     to see 

     to be far 
     to be worthy

of 

     to be pure 

         
to be bad, to
be wicked 

     to be noble 

     to be
difficult 

     to be pious,
to be in order 

     to be weak 
     to be clean 
     to be great 

     to be thick 
     to be bad, 

to be ugly 

     to be near 
     to be big 
     to be much 

     to be generous,
to be respected 

     to be
complete 

      to be tender 
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     to think 

     to live in
luxury 

 
  (double lettered verb): is a word having, as its root letters, two

letters of the same type. Example: 

  comes in four of the   categories:

(1)   (2)   (3)   (4)  .


     to spread 
     to wet 

     to pull, 
to drag 

     to put down 

     to itch 
     to open, 

to untie 
     to specify 
     to repel 

     to pound 
     to show 

     to criticize 
     to return 
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     to sprinkle 
     to swear 
     to close 
     to be happy 

     to unsheathe,
to pull out 

     to wound 
     to tie 
     to tear, 

to be hard 
     to smell 
     to pour 
     to avert 
     to join 
     to assume 
     to count 
     to cast down 

(one`s gaze) 
     to narrate, to 

walk behind 
     to stop 
     to wrap 
     to extend 
     to pass by 
     to favour 
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     to chop off
(leaves) 

  
     to cut off 
     to destroy 
     to be

complete 

     to be of
high status 

     to become
dry 

     to love 
         to slip 

     to clamour 
     to go astray 
     to flee 
     to be little 


     to be pious  
     to look

happy 
     to bite,

to grab with
the teeth



     to be
delicious 

     to touch 
     to suck 
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     to befriend 


     to love 


  (hamzated verb): is a word having a hamzah as a root letter.

If the   has a hamzah, it is called   . Example: 

If the   has a hamzah, it is called   . Example: 

If the   has a hamzah, it is called   . Example: 


  comes in four of the   categories:

(1)   (2)   (3)   (4)  .


     to lease 
     to hold, 

to take 

     to eat 
     to command 


     to host 
     to jail 
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      to lie 


      to be sinful 

      to  permit 
      to be safe 


        to  become

a monk 

       to be old 

     to be
well-mannered 

     to be wise,
to be

proficient



  comes in three of the   categories:

(1)   (2)   (3)  .


     to heal up 
     to be bored 


     to persevere 
     to lead 

     to ask 
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     to be brave 
     to be lowly 


  comes in five of the   categories:

(1)   (2)   (3)   (4)   (5)  .


     to read 


    

 to give
someone
food, etc.




     to make a

mistake 

    
to cause loss 
to some one
(financially) 

     to rust 


      to begin 

       to  recite 

          to fill  
      to grow, 

to originate 
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     to retire 
     to be slow 
     to have

courage 



  (weak verb): is a verb that contains a weak letter in its original letters.

It has three types:

1.   (the resembling verb): is that verb whose   is a weak

letter. Example:  . It is called  . If the weak letter is a   it is called 

 . If it is a   it is called  .

2.   (the hollow verb): is that verb whose   is a weak letter.

Example:  . It is called  . If the weak letter is a   it is called  .

If it is a   it is called  .

3.   (the defective verb): is that verb whose   is a weak

letter. Example:  . It is called  . If the weak letter is a   it is called 

 . If it is a   it is called  .


  comes in five of the   categories:

(1)   (2)   (3)   (4)   (5)  .


     to jump 
     to trust 
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     to find 
     to arrive 
     to carry (a

burden) 
     to weigh 
     to depict,

to describe




     to join 
     to promise 
     to admonish 
     to stop 
     to penetrate 
     to give birth 


      to feel pain 
     to be afraid 
     to be

enthusiastic 


     to leave 
     to place 
     to occur,

to fall 
     to give,

to gift 
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     to be

handsome 
          to be

difficult
(pathway)




          to inherit 

     to be pious 
     to swell 



  comes in four of the   categories:

(1)   (2)   (3)   (4)  .


     to gamble 
     to crow 


     to be an

orphan 
     to be certain 


     to become

ripe 


     to be easy 
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     to be awake 

 

  comes in three of the   categories:

(1)   (2)   (3)  .


     to urinate 
     to repent 
     to be

permitted 
     to be hungry 

     to deceive 

     to revolve,
to circle 

     to trample 

     to  last 

     to dissolve 
     to taste 
     to visit 

     to remove,
to go down 

     to be the
chief 

     to drive 
     to abstain 

     to preserve 
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     to walk
around 

     to lengthen 
     to return 
     to seek

protection 

     to pass 
     to succeed 
     to say 
     to stand  up 
     to be 
     to blame 
     to move

side to side 
     to be easy,

to be light 


     to perish 


     to fear 
     to sleep 



  comes in four of the   categories:

(1)   (2)   (3)   (4)  .
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     to become

deeper 


     to spend the

night 
     to sell 
     to become

clear, to be
separated



     to get lost 
     to fail 
     to sew 
     to borrow,

to lend 
     to increase 
     to deviate 
     to travel,

to walk 
     to flow 
     to erect,

to plaster 
     to shout 
     to become

narrow 
     to fly 
     to live 
     to be absent 
     to measure 
     to be soft 
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     to incline,
to bend 


     to receive 
     to fear 


     to want 



  comes in five of the   categories:

(1)   (2)   (3)   (4)   (5)  .


     to appear 
     to test 
     to recite,   to

walk behind 
     to be empty 
     to call 

     to be near 
     to hope 
     to be

inattentive 
     to be violent 
     to run 
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     to wipe out,
to forgive 

     to be high 
     to clothe 
     to wipe off 
     to save 


     to kneel 


     to be

content 


     to eradicate 


     to become

loose 



  comes in five of the   categories:

(1)   (2)   (3)   (4)   (5)  .


     to express

indirectly 


     to treat

unjustly 
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     to cry 
     to build 
     to praise 
      to flow 
     to reward,

to be
sufficient



     to narrate 
     to know 
     to throw 
     to capture 
     to irrigate 
     to cure 
     to disobey 
     to ferment 
     to decide,

to complete 
     to be

sufficient 
     to walk 

     to expire 

     to guide 


     to remain 
     to fear 
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     to be hidden 
     to  become

blind 

     to cover 

     to forget 


     to graze,

to watch 
     to run,

to strive 
     to be

excessive 
     to prohibit 


     to terminate,

to reach
completion





  (the clustered verb): is a word having two weak letters in its original

letters. It is of two types:

1.   (the clustered verb with separation)

2.   (the clustered verb with connection)

1.   (the clustered verb with separation): is that word where

both weak letters are separated. Example: 

2.   (the clustered verb with connection): is that word where

both weak letters are adjacent to one another. Example 
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  comes in three of the   categories:

(1)   (2)   (3)  .


     to contain 
     to fulfill 
     to protect,

to guard 


     to wear

down
(hooves)




      to be close 

 

  comes in two of the   categories:

(1)   (2)  .


     to transmit 
     to fold,

to bend 
     to misguide 
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     to be

incapable,
to be

exhausted



     to be strong 
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The categories   of 

   is that verb that has extra letter/s in addition to the three

original ones. Sometimes there is one extra letter, while at times there maybe two

or even three. There are twelve categories   in total.

There are three   with one extra letter: (1)   (2)   (3)  .

There are five   with two extra letters: (1)   (2)   (3)   (4)

  (5)  .

There are four   with three extra letters: (1)   (2)   (3)

  (4)  .

N.B. To recognize the extra letters, one simply has to compare their past tenses

with  .

 
Its past tense is  . This baab is made by adding a hamzah   before

the   and giving the   a sukoon (-). Example:   to  .

     to replace 

     to confirm  
     to observe 
     to nullify 

     to remove, 
to drive

away


     to make
reach 

     to cause to
follow 
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     to make
someone sit 

          to originate,
to be without

wudhu
 

     to burn 
     to encircle 
     to bring 
     to notify 
     to extract 
     to flee 
     to attain,

to realize 

     to cause to
go away 

     to send out 

     to guide 
     to

breastfeed 

     to cause to
slip 

     to let fall 

     to silence 
     to surrender 

     to bow 
     to feed 

     to make
happy 

     to weaken 
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     to turn away 
     to notify 

     to submerge 
     to close 
     to sheathe 
     to be

dumbfounded 

     to empty 

     to prosper 
     to turn

forward 

     to act justly 

     to honour 

     to force 
     to complete 

     to attach 
     to stick,

to glue 
     to inspire 

     to seize 

     to make
grow 

     to warn 
     to send

down 
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     to search,
to recite
poetry



     to silence 
     to grant

respite 
     to bless,

to bestow 

     to deliver,
to rescue 

     to destroy 

 
Its past tense is  . This baab is made by giving the   a

shaddah (-). Example:   to  .

     to change 

     to waste,to be 
extravagant 

     to bring
good  news 

     to do early 
     to convey 

     to
strengthen 

     to test 
          to relate  

     to desire 
     to incite 
     to  distort 
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     to move 

     to declare
unlawful 

     to degrade 
     to appoint

an arbitrator 
     to praise 
     to remind 
     to prefer 
     to  make

desirous,
to encourage



     to glorify 
     to set a price 
     to impose 

     to greet, 
to deliver 

     to make easy 

     to honour 
     to make

famous 
     to accept as

truth 
     to make

clear 
     to change 
     to hang 
     to divorce 
     to purify 
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     to interpret 
     to hurry 

     to torment 
     to perfume 
     to teach 
     to examine 
     to make

understand 
     to kiss 

     to  sanctify 
     to send

forward 
     to cause to

come near 
     to divide 
     to neglect 
     to make

great 
     to increase 
     to accuse of

lying 
     to bestow

honor 
     to make

someone hate 
something



     to  charge
with

unbelief


     to finish 

     to clothe
(someone) 
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     to train 
     to tear 
     to make

strong 
     to make

someone
the owner



     to  draw
attention 

     to incite, 
to stimulate 

     to dry 
     to  pamper 
     to chase

away 
     to examine

critically 

 
Its past tense is  . This baab is made by adding an alif   after the

  . Example:   to  .

     to bless 
     to cause a

separation 
     to follow 
     to debate 
     to sit with

someone 
     to have sexual 

intercourse 
     to strive 
     to wage war 
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     to encircle 
     to cheat 
     to argue 
     to associate 
     to be

contradictory 
     to compete 
    

to treat
kindly 

     to resemble 
     to share 
     to multiply 
     to demand

return 
     to blame 
     to punish 
     to separate 
     to confront 
     to fight, 

to combat 
     to endure

suffering 
     to cling 
     to touch, 

to have
intercourse



     to resist 
     to dispute 
     to argue, 

to debate 
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Its past tense is  . This baab is made by adding a taa   before the

  and giving the   a shaddah (-). Example:   to  .

     to seek
blessing 

     to be naked 
     to sip 
     to start in

motion, to
be moving



     to be in
distress,
to regret



     to be free 
     to stay

behind 
     to develop a

habit 
     to

remember 
     to lie in

wait/ ambush 
     to ooze, 

to leak 
     to get

married 
     to have a

light meal
(early morning)



          to cling  
     to be hard 
     to humiliate 

     to clean 
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     to learn 
     to be alone 
     to become

separated 
     to burst 

     to
understand 

     to ponder 
     to be

sanctified 
     to proceed 
     to get close 
     to be

reversed 
     to be

security 
     to burden,

to pretend 
     to speak 
     to be a

resident 

 
Its past tense is  . This baab is made by adding a taa   before the

  and an alif   after the  . Example:   to  .

     to be
separated 

     to hate each
other 

     to talk to
each other 

     to envy each
other 
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     to speak
softly 

     to fall down 
     to be

tolerant 
     to resemble

one another 
     to quarrel 
     to blame

each other 
     to get to

know each
other



     to follow
each other 

     to boast 
     to oppose

each other 

     to come
close to

each other


     to drip 
     to compete

in hoarding 
     to be lazy 

     to feign
illness 

 
Its past tense is  . This baab is made by adding a hamzah   before

the   and a taa   after the  . Example:   to  .

     to invent 
     to be happy 
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     to follow 
     to refrain 
     to work

hard 
     to be wary 
     to burn 
     to be

possible 
     to test 
     to conclude 
     to grab 
     to mix 
     to bind 

     to be
prevented 

     to tremble 
     to expect 
     to commit

 (a sin) 
     to go

forward 
     to cover 
     to listen

carefully 

     to be
occupied 

     to collide 
     to lie down

on one's
side
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     to be
straight 

     to confess 
     to cling 

     to take
support 

     to scoop 
     to bathe 

     to take as
booty 

     to seek fire,
to acquire
knowledge



     to plunge 
     to be close 
     to aquire 
     to seek

refuge in 
     to collide 

     to swallow 

     to request,
to search 

     to inflame 
     to test 

     to notice 
     to select 
     to spread 
     to utilize 
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     to move 

 
Its past tense is  . This baab is made by adding a hamzah   and a

noon   before the  . Example:   to  .

     to be happy 

     to descend 
     to deviate 
     to be

deceived 
     to tear 
     to be

opened 
     to divide 
     to go away 
     to walk 
     to bend 
     to be

inverted 
     to burst, 

to flow 
     to be alone 
     to separate 
     to  split,

to crack 
     to split,

to break 
     to be

weaned 
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     to shrink 
     to divide 
     to open, 

to become
clear



     to separate,
to cut off 

     to be
uncovered 

      to be
demolished 

     to  be
defeated 

     to smash 

     to
overthrow 

 
Its past tense is  . This baab is made by adding a hamzah   before

the   and giving the   a shaddah (-). Example:   to  .

     to be red 
     to be green 
     to be yellow 
     to be dusty 

 
Its past tense is  . This baab is made by adding a hamzah  , seen

 , and taa   before the  . Example:   to  .

     to replace 
     to see a

good omen 
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     to remove 
     to disdain,

to scorn 
     to enquire 
     to employ 
     to extract 
     to appoint

as successor 
     to turn the

back 
     to be

worried, to
encompass



     to seek
forgiveness 

     to begin,
to seek

assistance


     to ask 
     to enquire 

     to fulfil 

     to benefit 
     to cling 

     to write 

      to ask for
help 

     to be aloof 

 
Its past tense is  . This baab is made by adding a hamzah   before
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the  , a waw   after the   and the same letter of the   

after the waw  . Example:   to  .

     to be torn
(cloth) 

     to be rough 
     to become

old (cloth) 
     to be salty

(water) 

 
Its past tense is  . This baab is made by adding a hamzah   before

the   and a waw   with a shaddah (-) after the  . Example:   

to  . 

     to run
(horse) 

     to peel
(a stick) 

    
to tie a

collar on a
camel's neck



 
Its past tense is  . This baab is made by adding a hamzah   before

the  , an alif   after the   and a shaddah (-) on the  .

Example:   to  . 

     to be red 
     to be black 
     to be brown 
     to be gray 
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     to be dry
(grass) 

     to be
chestnut in

colour (horse)


 
     to complete 

     to befriend 
     to feel 
     to wake 

     to degrade 

     to hide 
     to insist 
     to misguide 

     to cast a
shadow over 

     to prepare 
     to respect 
     to buckle 

down 
     to hide 
     to bore 

 
     to complete 
     to renew 
     to befriend 
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     to mark (out) 
     to write, 

to free 
     to incite 

     to legalize 

     to reduce 
     to degrade,

to subdue 

     to refute 
     to correct 
     to mislead 

     to generalize, 
to attire with 

a turban


     to establish 
     to decrease 

     to repeat 
     to warn 
     to glorify 

     to specify 

 
     to befriend 
     to materialize 
     to frequent 
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     to break up 
     to recur 

 
     to be wet 

     to pluck out 
     to follow 
     to be harsh 
     to line up 
     to compel to 
     to count 
     to be

deceived by 
     to be sad 

     to relish 

     to remind
someone of

a favour


     to attend to 

 
     to open 

     to escape 

     to split 
     to be joined 
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     to be
separated 

     to pounce
upon, 

to collapse
(wall)



 
     befriend 
     to be entitled 
     to settle

down 
      to ask someone 

for help 
     to continue 

 
     to impose 
     to be

concise 
     to bring,

to quote 
     to reach 

     to clarify 
     to kindle 
     to awaken 

     to let fall 

     to make rise 
     to insert 
     to ascertain 
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     to believe

there is only
one Allah



     to bid
farewell 

     to multiply 
     to strengthen 
     to make easy 

 
     to be equal 

     to
communicate

with


 
     to be alone 
     to intervene 
     to stop 
     to trust 
     to know for

certain 
     to see a

good omen 

 
     to recur 

      to be
humble  

     to promise
one another 
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     to start from
the right 

 
     to be wide 

     to be
manifest 

     to glow 
     to gamble 

 
     to awaken 

 
        to make

lawful 

     to reward 

     to answer, 
to accept 

     to encompass 

     to rotate,
to operate 

     to melt 

     to taste 

        to relieve 

     to want 

     to remove 

      to spread 
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     to wound,
to be correct 

     to waste 

     to ascribe,
to host 

     to obey 

     to give back 

     to protect 

     to help 

     to succour 

     to benefit 

     to be a
resident, 

to make rise 


     to cause to
die 

     to seek
forgiveness 

     to light 

     to despise,
to degrade 

 
     to change,

to transform 

     to adorn 
     to impose 
     to fill with

desire 
     to erect 
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     to correct 
     to make

long 

     to roll 
     to soil 
     to enlighten 
     to put to

sleep 

 
     to pledge

allegiance 

     to persist 
     to counsel 
     to come to

an agreement,
to follow



     to compensate
each other 

     to give 

 
     to cross,

to traverse 
     to have a

need 
     to use

stratagems 

     to choose 
     to distinguish 

 
      to respond, 

to accept 
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     to think, 
to like 

     to rest 

     to ask
advice 

     to have a
guest 

     to be able 

     to protect 

     to ask for
help 

     to appeal for
help 

     to gain,
to benefit 

     to be
steadfast 

     to seek
enlightenment 

 
     to submit 

 
     to moan 
     to change 

     to do
voluntary 

     to seek
protection 

     to defecate 
     to make

dirty 
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     to be of
various
forms



     to become
clear 

 
      to go past 
     to carry on a

discussion 
     to take

counsel 

 
     to retain 
     to cause to

flow 
       to revive 
     to count 
     to humiliate 
     to hide 

     to inform of 
     to lower

(bucket) 
     to travel by

night 
     to give 
     to promote 
     to faint 
     to give a

legal opinion 
     to throw 
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     to ammuse,
to divert 

     to enter into
evening 

     to pass, to
sign 

     to deliver 
     to  cause to

forget 
     to guide 

 
     to adorn 

     to vacate 

     to train 

     to purify 

     to cheer up 

     to name, 
to call 

     to make
pure 

     to pray 

     to console,
to comfort 

     to cover 

 
     to meet 

      to speak
secretly 

     to call 
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     to seek 
     to test 
     to pick 
     to gather

(fruits) 
     to claim 
     to be

contented 
     to graze 
     to purchase 
     to be greedy 
     to choose 
     to warm

oneself 
     to pay a

penalty 
     to accuse 
     to follow 
     to encounter 
     to negate, 

to be
non-existant



     to be rightly
guided 

 
     to become

clear 
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      to be
extinguished  

     to be
completed 

 
     to come to

light 
     to adorn 
     to go into

seclusion 
     to be very

close 
     to hope 
     to be

purified 
     to complain 
     to confront 

     to transgress 
     to have dinner 
     to become

high 
     to have

breakfast 

      to eat food 
     to sing 
     to recieve 

    
to amuse

oneself, to
be distracted



     to desire 
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     to be

separated 

     to be pleased 

     to meet one
another 

     to doubt 

      to step aside 

 
     to want 
     to be high 
     to be in no

need of 
     to ask for a

legal opinion 

 
     to tire out 
     to misguide 
     to inspire 
     to bequest 

 
     to level 

     to strengthen 
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     to conceal 
     to equalize 

 
     to be even 
     to protect

oneself 
 

     to live in
seclusion 

 
     to collect in

full 

     to have a
friend 

 
     to treat 

     to be equal 

     to be hidden 

     to advise
one another 

 
     to receive in 

full 
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Modern Words



(1) Numbers : 
1 one 
2 two  

3 three 

4 four 

5 five 

6 six 

7 seven 

8 eight 

9 nine 

10 ten 

11 eleven 
12 twelve 
13 thirteen 
14 fourteen 
15 fifteen 
16 sixteen 
17 seventeen 
18 eighteen 
19 nineteen 
20 twenty 

21 twenty-one 

22 twenty-two 

23 twenty-three 

24 twenty-four 

25 twenty-five 

26 twenty-six 

27 twenty-seven 

28 twenty-eight 

29 twenty-nine 

30 thirty 
40 forty 
50 fifty 
60 sixty 
70 seventy 
80 eighty 
90 ninety 
100 one hundred 

110
one hundred

and ten 

120
one hundred
and twenty 

130
one hundred

and thirty 
140

one hundred
and forty 

150
one hundred

and fifty 
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160
one hundred

and sixty 
170

one hundred
and seventy 

180
one hundred
and eighty 

190
one hundred
and ninety 

200 two hundred 
300 three hundred 
400 four hundred 
500 five hundred 
600 six hundred 
700

seven
hundred 

800 eight hundred 
900 nine hundred 
1000  one thousand 
1100

one thousand
one hundred 

5000 five thousand 
10,00 ten thousand 

100,000
one hundred

thousand 
1,000,000 one million 

1st first 

2nd second 
3rd third 
4th fourth 

5th fifth 

6th sixth 
7th seventh 

8th eighth 
9th ninth 

10th tenth 
11th eleventh 
12th twelfth 
13th thirteenth 
14th fourteenth  

15th fifteenth 
16th sixteenth 
17th seventeenth  

18th eighteenth 
19th nineteenth 
20th twentieth 
30th thirtieth 
40th fortieth 
50th fiftieth 
60th sixtieth 
70th seventieth 
80th eightieth 
90th ninetieth 
100th hundredth 
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1000th thousandth 
once 

twice 
thrice 

four times 
five times  
six times  

seven times  

eight times  

nine times  

ten times 
one hundred

times 
multiplied,

doubled 
three times 
four times 
five times 
six times  

seven times  

eight times  

nine times  

ten times 
one hundred

times 

(2)Months of the year :  
January  

February  

March  
April  
May  
June  
July  

August  
September  

October  

November  
December  

(3) Days of the week : 
Friday  

Saturday  
Sunday  
Monday  
Tuesday  

Wednesday  
Thursday  
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(4) Seasons : 
English Singular Plural

Season  

Summer 
Winter 
Spring 

Autumn 

(5) Timings : 
minute  
second  

day  
night  

morning 
midday 

evening 
noon 

midnight 
yesterday 
day before
yesterday 
tomorrow 
the day after 
tomorrow 

century  
everyday 

every
week 
every
month 

every year 
daily 

weekly 

fortnightly 

monthly 

biannually 

yearly 

(6) Colours: 
white  
black  
blue  

yellow  
green  
red  
rosy 

orange 

golden 

brown  
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gray 

violet 

purple 
a deep/dark

colour 
a solid
colour 

a pale colour 
(7) Different stages of the Human :

    
male  

female   
boy  

girl  
infancy 
nursing 

infant, baby  

child  
(small) girl  

man  

woman   
youth
(male)  


middle-aged  

old man  

old woman  
orphan  

widower  

widow 

virgin  
bride,
groom  

(8) Family : 
father  

mother  
brother  

sister  
son  

daughter   
husband  

wife  
step-mother  

step-father  
grandfather  
grandmother  

paternal
uncle  

aunt(p.
uncle's wife)  

uncle 
(p.  aunt's
husband)
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paternal
aunt  

maternal
uncle  
aunt 

(m. uncle's
wife)

 

uncle 
(m. aunt's
husband)

 

maternal
aunt  
male

cousin
(paternal)

 

female
cousin

(paternal)
 

male
cousin

(maternal)
 

female
cousin

(maternal)
 

nephew
(brother's

son)
 

niece
(brother's
daughter)

 

nephew
(sister's

son)
 

niece
(sister's

daughter)
 

father-in-law  
mother-in-law    
son-in-law 





daughter-

in-law  

grandson

(son's son)







granddaughter
( son's

daughter)







grandson
(daughter's

son)
 

granddaughter
(daughter's
daughter)

 

brother-in-law  
elder aunt 





sister-in-law
(wife's sister)   
sister-in-law
(brother's

wife)
 

sister-in-law
(husband's

sister)
 

stepson  

stepdaughter  
adopted

son   
adopted
daughter   

engagement 
the male

who
proposes

 
the female

who
proposes

 

dowry  

marriage 
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wedding
night  

pregnant
woman  

birthday  

(9) Body Parts:  
head  
hair 

braids  
shoulder-

length
hair

 

brains  

face  
forehead  

eye  
eyeball  
pupil   






eyelash  
eyebrows  

eyelid  

ears  
temple   

earlobes  
nose  

nostrill  
cheek  

jaw  

mouth  
saliva 
palate  

tooth  
gum  

tongue  
mostache   

lip  
chin  
beard  
throat  

collarbone  
neck  

shoulder  
armpit  

hand  
arm  

elbow  
forearm  

wrist  
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palm  

finger  
baby
finger  

ring finger  
middle
finger 
index
finger 

thumb  
fingernail  

chest  
heart  
lungs  
liver  

spleen  
female
breast  

nipple  

rib  

belly  
stomach  

gut  
intestine  

kidney  
back  
hip  

backbone  
spinalcord 

navel  
bladder 

womb  

vagina  
penis  

buttocks 
foot  
thigh  

knee  
shin  

ankles  
heel  
sole  

skin  
pores 
blood  
vein  
pulse  
glands  

joints  
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(10) Virtues : 
brave  
helper  

hardworker  
active,

energetic  
efficient,
effective  
truthful  
gentle  

trustworthy  
sincere  

intelligent  
obedient  
moderate  

well-mannered  
honourable  

happy   


fortunate  
very happy  

noble  
serious  
decent 

loving  
humorous  

(11) Vile Traits : 
coward  

lazy  
liar  

untrustworthy  
proud  
stingy  

hateful,
detested  

lowly  
senseless  

unfaithful,
insincere  

helpless  
unlucky,
miserable 

disobedient  
unmannerly,
undeserving
of respect

   

unkind,
harsh  

inactive,
sluggish  

rude, hard
hearted  

negligent  
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 (12) Disabilities : 
bald  
deaf  
blind  

one eyed  
day blind  

squinting  

dumb  
lisping  

stummering  
amputated

hand  
chronically

ill 
big bellied 
hunchbacked  
effeminate 
one who
urinates

frequently


lame  
thickheaded  

very
forgetful 

sick  
weak  

(13) Qualities : 
strong  
weak  
big  

small  
tall  

short  
fat  

skinny,
slim  
soft 
hard  

wide  
narrow 
straight  
rough  
clean  
dirty 

beautiful  
soft 

(14) School : 
tool of
writing  
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book  
exercise

book  
paper  
pencil  

sharpener  
eraser 

ink pen  
ink 

ink pot  
ball pen  

slab  
black
board  
chalk   
ruler  

register  
file  

note book 

bench  
desk  

shelf  

paper clip  
chart, map  

line  

margin  

index  

language  
exercise  

lesson  

lecture  
admission

form  

class, form  

course  

exam 
oral 

written 

script  
exam
paper  

number  
result  
prize  

graduate 
doctorate 
certificate  
signature 

uniform  
school's
uniform  
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bell   

break  
department  

request  
punishment 
homework  

holiday  

programme  
timetable  
text book  

dictionary  

teacher  
student  

colleague  

office  

principal  

academy 

library  

librarian  

hall  

boarding  
religious
school  

public
school  

nursery  
primary
school  

junior high
school  

secondary
school,
college

 

faculty  

to add 

to subtract 
to multiply 
to divide 

(15) The House and its Contents: 

   
palace  

flat  
story,
floor  

ground
floor   

basement   
upper floor  

hut  

garden  
gate  
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courtyard  
open

gallery 
door  
lock  
key  
door

knocker 
latch  

door step  
door bell  

room  
sitting
room  
hall 

dining
room   

bedroom   
pillow   

pillow case 



 

bed  

mattress  
bed sheet  
blanket  

comforter  
prayer rug  

carpet  

 straw mat  
chair  

sofa  

bed  
door mat 

swing  
coat

hanger  
clothes
hanger 
drape  
box  
bag  

brief case  
safe  

drawer  
wardrobe  
showcase 

frame   

mirror  
lamp  

wick  

lantern  
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chandelier  


bulb 





switch  

fan  

ceiling fan  
air

condition 
ashtray  

vase  
poster,

wallpaper  

telephone  
staircase  

lift,
elevator  
corridor  
partition   

wall  
window  

roof  
roofed
gallery  
balcony 

(roof) gutter  

cradle  
broom  

(16) Bathroom :  
bath tub  

tub  
washing
machine  

wash basin  

towel  

shower 

tap  
brush

(clothes)  
tooth brush    

tooth paste    

tooth

powder







soap 
powder  

shampoo 
nail clipper   

razor,
shaving
machine



blade  
laundry
basket  
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lavatory  
toilet
paper







(17) Kitchen :  
cook  

stove  
kerosene  

match stick 
match  

gas  
lighter  

bakery  
oven  
fire  
fuel 

firewood  
charcoal  

ashes 
air pump  

chimney  
kitchen
cabinet  
pressure
cooker  

cooking pot  

saucepan  
spoon  
scoop  

frying pan  
frying pan  
grill, broiler, 

roaster  
tongs  

plate  

tray  


jug   
goblet    

large jar   
can, tin  

jar  
glass  

teapot   
strainer  
grain

storage  
winnower  
garbage bin  

grinder,
mill  

baker  
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kneading
machine  
electric

kneading
machine

 

bread box  
rolling pin,

roller  
roti board  

mortar 
pestle  

nutcracker  
knife  
mixer  

oil press  
meat

mincer 

refrigerator  
freezer  
cooler 

(18) Foods : 
restaurant  
canteen  

breakfast 
food  
lunch  
dinner 

meat  

mutton  
chicken

meat   
roasted

chicken




fried
chicken 
roasted
meat  

minced
meat  

liver  
kidney  
brain  

fish  
lentil 
bread  

fresh bread   
tandoori

roti  

dry bread  
piece of
bread  
flour  

dough  
rice 

boiled rice 
sweet rice 
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saffron
rice 

peppered
rice 

pickle  
salad 
soup,
gravy 

tomato
soup  
sauce 
salad,

chutney 
vinegar 

jam  
buttermilk,

yogurt  
curdled

milk 

cheese 
egg 

boiled egg 
yolk 

omelette 
cream 

pastry, pie,

sandwich






cake  
biscuit 
samosa 

vermicelli 
cream of

wheat 

jalebi 





sweet  
sugar 

sugar candy 

honey 

sago 
gum  

canned
food  

fresh 
stale 

(19) Spices : 
spice  

salt  
pepper 
black

pepper 
red pepper 

green
pepper 

turmeric 
cumin 
roasted
cumin 
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cardamom 
ginger 

clove 

cinnamon 
poppy
seed 

asafetida 
nutmeg 

basil 
fenugreek  
spanish
saffron 

saltpeter 

lime 
catechu 
betel-nut 
aniseed 
(20) Vegetables and Grains : 


onion 
potato 
garlic 

calabash 
egg-plant 

okra 

cucumber 
(Egyptian)
cucumber 

beet 
spinach 

tomato 

bean 
cauliflower 

cabbage 
taro 

radish 
bitter
gourd 
mint  

turnip 
carrot 
sweet
potato 

pea 

squash 
wheat  

barley 
corn 

millet 
chickpea 
peanut 
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mustard
seed 

sesame
seed  

swollen
parched rice 

(21) Fruits :   
fruit  
grape  
raisin 

apricot 

ripe date  
dried date  

pomegranate 
fig 

olive 
mango 

tangerine 

orange 

guava 

pear  
custard
apple  

apple  
pineapple 

watermelon 

melon 

banana 
peach  

strawberry 

mulberry 
blackberry  
tamarind  

almond 
walnut 
coconut 

lemon 
sugar cane 

(22) Beverages : 
water  

cold water  
spring
water  

ice  

fruit juice 
lemonade 

apple juice 
mango
juice 

orange
juice 
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syrup 
ice cream 

milkshake 
flummery

drink 
rice

pudding 
milk  
tea 

coffee 

(23) Tastes : 
sweet 
sour  
bitter 

very salt 

salty 
tasteless 
tasteless,
insipid 

pungent 
fatty 

(24) Clothing :  
cap  
shirt  

cloak  

coat  
pyjamas,
trousers  

loin cloth   

pants  
shorts 


undershirt  
underwear  

suit  
men's suit  
women's

suit  
blouse 

head veil  

hijaab, veil  
pyjamas 

 


pleat 
sleeve  

glove  
sock  

handkerchief  
hem  
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necktie  
belt  

ribbon  

elastic 
pocket  
wool  

button  
buttonhole  

iron  
slipper 

(25) Sewing : 
sewing

machine 
large

needle  
needle  
eye of
needle  

thread  

stitch  
scissors  

measuring

tape






measurement  
(26) Ornaments and Jewellery :

 
ornament  

crown  
necklace  

gold chain  

bracelet  

bangle  

ring  
stone of a

ring  
pegs of the

stone   
hairpin  

nose ring    
earring  

anklet 





jewellery
box

 

makeup 
eyeliner 


lipstick 

nail polish  
comb  

hair oil  
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perfume 





pearl shell  
pearl  

sapphire  
small
pearls 

(26) Office Accessories : 


calendar  

desk  
telephone  
computer 
typewriter  

calculator  

card  

note book  

carbon paper 
diary   


  



letter holder  
file  

filing cabinet  
hole punch  

stapler  
paperclip    

bin   

(27) Post Office : 
main post

office







public post

office







postmaster






postman 





letter  
email 

website  

internet 
airmail 





registered

mail  

post card  
envelope  
letter pad 
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label 





name of
sender  
address  
sender's
address  

receiver's
address  
postage
stamp  

postage  

mail box 





P.O. Box  
letter bag  

post stamp 
telegraph

office

  


telegraph  
parcel 
value

payable
postage



insured
parcel 
postal
order  

money
order


 

(29) Telephone : 

receiver  

dial  
telephone

diary  
telephone

booth




telephone
bureau  

telephone
conversation

  


direct line   

busy line   

busy line  
disconnected

line  
telephone
operator  

mobile 

(30) Bank : 
pass-book  

capital  
sum of
money  

cash  
draft  

cheque  
drafted
cheque  
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cheque
bearer  

chequebook  
current
account  
savings
account  
deposit
account  

joint
account  

fixed

deposit




 


(31) Cash and Business Terminologies: 


currency  

paper
currency  

coin
currency  
foreign

currency  

bill, notes  
small change, 

coin  
cent  

dinar  
pound  
dollar  
franc 

credit card  

draft 





business   
purchase 

sale 

wholesale 

retail 
discounted

sale  
income 

profit  
loss  
loss

damages







partnership 

partner  
share  

sharer  
loan, debt  
payment  

down
payment  
interest  

bankruptcy 
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invoice,
bill   

receipt  
price,

value, rate







inflation 

depreciation 

discount 
balance  

total 

budget  

diary  

sample  

guarantee  

guaranteed  
wage 






insurance  
insurance
company  

new stock  

auction 
order  

bundle,
packet  

export 
import 
cargo 

income tax  

cashier  

agency  
agent  

broker  
commission

broker   

(32) Shops, Stores :  
shop  

appliance

store



 


leather

store






exercise

equipment
store







fabric store  
tailor's
shop  

paint shop  

laundry 





perfume
shop  
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flower
shop  

beauty
salon 

spectacles
store  
watch
shop  

barber
salon 

dairy  
sweets
shop  

butchery 
fish

market    

pharmacy  

(33) Watch : 
watch  
wrist
watch  
pocket
watch   
alarm
clock  

wall clock  

pendulum 
watch
chain  

glass 
spring  
design  

watchmaker  

(34) Electrical Items :


loud

speaker 

radio  
tape

recorder  
cassette  

television 
video 

computer 
CD  

CD Rom  

camera   

battery  

iron  
heater  
current 

plug 
transformer 

hair dryer  
electric

drill  
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electric
pole  

light bulb  
electric

company  

(35) Jobs, Professions :

 
engineer  

civil engineer   

mechanical

engineer







machine

operator







electrical

engineer







electrician  

craftsman  
artist  

chief editor  

editor  

reporter






newspaper  
newspaper
salesman  

author  
novelist  

play writer  

joker  
actor  

actress  
camerman  
publisher  

typist 





book binder  

interpreter  

lecturer  
teacher   

announcer  
poet  

magician  

politician  
judge  

chief justice  

lawyer  
accountant  
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auditor  

book keeper  

bank clerk 





landlord  

contractor  

treasurer  

soldier  
policeman  

driver  

conductor  
ticket

inspector







doctor  
surgeon  
general

practitioner  

specialist  
vaccinator  

nurse  
veterinarian  

pharmacist  

salesman  

merchant  
storeowner  

peddler   

retailer   

vegetable

vendor


 




florist  

butter vendor  
perfume
vendor  

broker, agent  
mason  
glazier  
painter 

white washer  
jeweller  

goldsmith  

blacksmith  
tinsmith 

butcher  
locksmith  

watch smith  
decorator  
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sculptor  
weaver  

tailor  
dyer  

laundryman  
shoemaker  

potter  
farmer  
milker  

jockey 

cab driver 
gardener  

guard  
workman  

waiter  

porter  
servant  

worker  
pier 

worker






sailor  

fisherman 
 




miller  
oilman 
butcher  

cook  
baker  

sweetmeat
seller  

wetnurse  

barber  
sweeper  
postman  

(36) Construction Materials :


mason  
worker  

foundation  
digger  

hoe  

 spade  
axe  

shovel  
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mallet  
hammer  
scaffold  

beam  

brick 
sand  

cement 
concrete  

crane  

tile  
pipe  

(37) Carpenter's Tools: 

  
carpenter's

table  

saw  
hacksaw  

axe  
rasp  

file  

sandpaper  
drilling
machine  

drill bit  

nail  
screw  

pliers 

rivet 

wrench  

(38) Artillery : 
army  

soldier  
guided
missile  

tank  
helmet  

missile  
bomb  

grenade  
atom
bomb  

time bomb  
machine

gun  

rifle    

pistol  
pipe gun  
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gun  
air gun  
bullet  
dagger  

air force  

pilot  

fighter jet  

parachute 





binoculars  
aircraft

carrier

  


war ship  

navy, fleet  

torpedo 

submarine  
jeep  

(39) Car : 
engine  
bonnet  

petrol 

gas tank  

carburettor 

filter  
radiator  

battery  

alternator 
electric
system  

fan  

fan belt  

seat belt  
exhaust

pipe  

silencer  
steering
wheel  

horn  

gear   

accelerator  

brake  

hand brake  

clutch 

dash board  

speedometer  

seat  
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wheel  
tyre  

bumper 
number

plate






head light  

rear light  

signal light  
rear view

mirror  

trunk  

aerial 

garage 

(40) Travel : 
tour guide   

timetable 






travel

agency  

inquiry  
information

booth  

ticket  
booking
office  

reservation  
waiting
room  
driver  

license     



ticket  

signal  
traffic

controller  

picnic  

(41) Travelling by Plane :

 
passport  

embassy 

visa  
entry visa  

tourist visa  

airline  
air

company  

trip  

airport  
control
tower  
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runway 







pilot  
air hostess  

plane  
departing

plane  
arriving

plane  

customs  
custom
officer  
custom

declaration  

(42) Travelling by Train :


train station  

platform  
station
master  
train  

fast train  

local train






incoming
train  

departing
train  

passenger
train  

freight
train  

engine  
whistle  
railway
guard  
flag  

ticket
collector  

first class  
second
class  

sleeping
coach  

main line  

(43) Land Travel : 
car park  

bus 




bus station







bus stop  

truck  
tanker  
trailer  

tractor 
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taxi  

motorcycle  

bicycle  
bridge  

roundabout 
tunnel 

gas station  
airpump  

(44) Voyage (sea) : 
sea  

ocean  
gulf, bay  

wave  
sailor  

boat, ship  
cargo ship 





fishing

boat  
engine
boat  

rowboat 
deck  

seashore,
coast  

harbour  
pier,

jetty







lighthouse 

(45) Hotel : 
five star

hotel







three star

hotel




 


single
bedroom  
double

bedroom  

service  
room

service  
modern
facility  

(46) Diseases : 
headache 

giddiness 
cataract  

nosebleed 
flu 

common
cold 
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sneeze  
stuffiness  

cough 

hiccups 
toothache   

earache   
smallpox 

acne 





asthma 
pneumonia 

stomach
ache  

indigestion 
constipation 

diarrhoea 

colic, gripe  
appendicitis 

miscarriage 
kidney
stone 

bladder

stone







clear
discharge 

haemorrhoid  
heat wave  

fever  
chickenpox  

malaria 
tuberculosis  
influenza 

jaundice 
eczema 



boil    
pimples 





skin

eruption  

wart  

pain  

wound  

scratch  
pus 

anaemia 
bleeding 

blood
pressure 
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high blood
pressure 

low blood
pressure 

burn  
itch 

flexure 
epilepsy 

obesity 

diabetes  

allergy 

leprosy 

plague  
cancer 
cholera 

(47) Hospital : 
visit  

doctor  
nurse  

stethoscope  

thermometer 





sphygmo-

manometer




 


check-up  

full body

check-up







prescription  
accident  

emergency  

ambulance  

stretcher  

wheelchair  

crutch  
x-ray  

laboratory  

report  
surgeon  

operation

theatre







operation  
suture,
stitches  
plaster  
ICU

(intensive
care unit)
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(48) Pharmacy : 
pharmacy  
injection  

lotion 

ointment  
gauze 

cotton  

band-aid   

medicine

box







tablet bottle  

pill  
sleeping

pills  

capsule 
eye-drops

 

medicine  

insect

repellent







bug

powder







(49) World : 
earth  
sun  

moon  
moonlight  

star  
comet 

sun rays 

sunset 

cloud 





lightning  
thunder  

rain  
wind  

storm  
dust  

sand  

boulder  
rock  

mountain  

hill  
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peak  
desert  
valley  

field  

sea  
water  
shore  

ocean  
island  

peninsula  

continent  
subcontinent  

(50) Village : 
village  
shack,
cottage  

cart  
plow    
field  

cattle  

produce  

alley  

path  
field  

garden  

tree  
mountain  

hill  

fence  

(51) City : 
bazar  
hotel  

restaurant  
cafe  
street  

side walk  
pedestrian
crossing







four road  

corner 
pedestrian
crossing


 




bar  
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club  
cinema 
building  

apartment  
office

building  

library  
factory  

museum  
public
park  

(52) Government and Administration :


empire 

kingdom  

monarchy 

republic,

democratic




king,

emperor  
president  

prime
minister  

parliment 
cabinet  

home
office 

foreign
ministry 

ministry of
defence 
finance
ministry 

ministry of
economy 

ministry of
education 
ministry of

health 
ministry of

justice 
ministry of

social
affairs




ministry of

public works 




ministry of
supply 
high

commission 
high

commissionaire 
police
station  

investigation

bureau







public

security 

chairman 

law  
colony  
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(53) Law : 
court  
dock  

accused,
suspect  
witness  
lawyer  
judge  

police  

police car  
police 

uniform




baton  
police dog  

investigation 

fingerprint  
footprint  

handcuff  
prisoner  

prison cell 
  

 


iron bar  
jail  

warden 

(54) Fire Brigade  : 
fire  

flame 

smoke  
fire

extinguisher  

fire engine  

water pipe  
faucet  

fire
brigade  
fireman  

helmet  

fire engine  

(55) Fire : 
fuel 

firewood  
bundle of

sticks  

spark  
coal  

smoke  

ash  

gas 
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petrol 

kerosene 

(56) Mines : 
gold 
silver 

brass 
copper 

iron 
lead 
tin 

mercury 
metal

powder 

zinc 

arsenic 

antimony 
carnelian 
sulphur 

sulphurate
dust 

red ochre 
armenian

bole  

(57) Water and its sources :

 
sea  

river  
spring  
pond  

lake  
well  

waterfall  
large

stream  
creek  

freshwater  
filtered
water 
spring
water  

cold water  

hot water  

salty water  

(58) Trees and their Parts : 


mango tree  
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guava tree 

date palm 

tamarind  

banyan 
acacia 

sag 
pine 

grafted
plant 

bamboo  

seed  
pip  
root  
trunk  

gum  

branch  
leaf  
bud  

blossom  
fruit  

pith, pulp  

peel  
juice 

cotton  
fiber  

coconut
husk  

ear  

thorn  

(59) Flowers : 
rose 

jasmine 

narcissus 

mangnolia 
tulip,

lavender 
violet 

primrose 

lotus 
marigold 
water lily 
sunflower 

(60) Domesticated Animals : 


cow  
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ox  
calf  

heifer  

buffalo  
goat  
goat,
sheep  
lamb  
ewe  
ram  

camel  

she-camel  
horse  

donkey  
jenny  
mule  

tomcat  

female cat  

kitten 

dog  
bitch  
hound  
rabbit  

(61) Domesticated Birds :


parrot  

peacock  

peafowl  
rooster  

chicken 

pigeon  
duck  
black

partridge  

(62) Wild Animals :


lion  

lioness  
tiger,

leopard,
panther

 

tigress  
wolf  
bear  
zebra 
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rhinoceros 
elephant  

giraffe  
gazelle,

deer  
fox  

kangaroo 
monkey  
female
monkey  
guenon  
jackal  
mouse  

hedgehog  

mole 
mongoose  

squirrel 
chameleon  

lizard 

(63) Wild Birds : 
eagle  
falcon  
kite  

vulture  
hoopoe  

thrush 
nightingale  

dove  

Abaabil 

partridge 

sparrow  
crow  
bat  

ostrich  
owl  

(64) Aquatic Animals :

  
fish  

goose 
swan  

heron 

crab 
frog  

crocodile  
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turtle  
shell 

(65) Bugs and Reptiles : 


bee 

flea    
ant  

snake  

viper  

cobra   
forked
tongue  

snake coil 
scorpion  

centipede 

lice 

bug 
louse 



wasp  

mosquito 

leech 

fly 
spider  
worm  

silkworm  
dragonfly  

cricket 
beetle  
locust 

butterfly  
moth   
glow
worm  

(66) Football : 
stadium  

goal  

goal line  

goal box  

whistle  
referee  

goalkeeper  

right-back 
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left-back 

right-wing 





left-wing 





mid-fielder 
center
striker 

(67) Cricket : 
bat  

cricket ball 

wicket  
stick  

batting

pads







pitch 

cricket

match







batsman  
wicket
keeper  

bowler  

umpire  

fielder  
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Fear Allah incessantly if you are negligent,  

 He will channel to you good fortune in ways you

cannot  perceive.

How is it that Allah is providing yet you fear

destitution?

 

 Certainly He sustains the bird and the fish in the

ocean.

He who thinks his daily bread is aquired

through power, 

 

 Then the little sparrow would not eat a thing in

the presence of the vulture.

Leave this world to itself because you do not

know, 

 

 When night comes upon you, if you will live to

see the dawn (of tomorrow).

So many healthy people passed away without a

sickness of any kind, 

 

 While many who were severely ill were the ones

that lived on for a long time.

How many youth cheerfully spend the morning

and night

 

 Not knowing that his  own shroud is being

prepared just out of his sight.

Even if one were to live for a thousand or two

thousand (years),

 

 It is inevitable that a day in which he will travel

to his grave appears.  
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